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When this strapping is cut and the box hits on the weak
corner the head splits, running with the grain of the wood
(Fig. 23). The box shown in Fig. 23 illustrates another com-
mon damage. The bottom back board was probably split during
loading by a worker trying to kick the box into position on the
truck. Other common breakage is caused by trucks running
over the boxes in the field and by loaders temporarily bracing
a loaded box on the corner of another box while loading. The

former complete-
ly ruins a box,

.M while the latter
commonly breaks
the middle slat
in the bottom of
the box. A box
broken in the
latter fashion is
usually continued
in use until some-
thing else hap-
pens to it. Fig.
32 shows theFig. 31.-Damaged Field Boxes.

Most of this damage is caused by cutting the damage whi ch
straps around the heads of the boxes and throwing caused the break-
the boxes off the trucks. down of 52 boxes

which were selected at random from a larger number of boxes
shown in Fig. 31. The firm owning these 52 boxes topped by
hacking with a hand saw.

Based upon this study of broken field boxes, a new type box
was designed (Fig. 33). The features of this new box are:

1. Lumber in heads is turned to run vertically so that the
grain will absorb shocks on weak corners.

2. Handle is automatically made by leaving space between
headboards. This also reduces need for wide lumber and for
sawing handle.

3. Cutting board is inset 1/8 inch so that saw will not hit
strap.

4. Strap is inset from ends of box 1/2 inch, reducing risk of
breakage and strengthening the box.

5. Inside posts are eliminated and placed on outside of box
so that all slats on the box are nailed cross-grain and have more
seating space.


